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ABSTRACT
We present a framework based on neural networks to ex-
tract music scores directly from polyphonic audio in an
end-to-end fashion. Most previous Automatic Music Tran-
scription (AMT) methods seek a piano-roll representation
of the pitches, that can be further transformed into a score
by incorporating tempo estimation, beat tracking, key es-
timation or rhythm quantization. Unlike these methods,
our approach generates music notation directly from the
input audio in a single stage. For this, we use a Convo-
lutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) with Connec-
tionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss function which
does not require annotated alignments of audio frames with
the score rhythmic information. We trained our model us-
ing as input Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven string quartets
and Bach chorales synthesized with different tempos and
expressive performances. The output is a textual repre-
sentation of four-voice music scores based on **kern for-
mat. Although the proposed approach is evaluated in a
simplified scenario, results show that this model can learn
to transcribe scores directly from audio signals, opening a
promising avenue towards complete AMT.
1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic music transcription (AMT) aims to convert
acoustic music signals into any sort of music notation.
Most of the music we listen today is polyphonic, where
simultaneous sound events produced by different audio
sources (i.e., instruments) are combined in a single acous-
tic waveform. This aggregation process entails loss of in-
formation, making the transcription task very challenging
even for trained musicians. Moreover, the different sound
events are highly correlated in time and frequency due to
the rhythmic and harmonic patterns usually found in mu-
sic, which complicates sound separation even further as we
cannot rely on the statistical independence of the source
signals. Therefore, in order to produce a proper music
score from an audio signal, multiple complex sub-tasks
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must be involved such as multi-pitch estimation, note on-
set/offset detection, source separation, as well as other mu-
sical context information retrieval tasks like metering and
tonality estimation.
As pointed out by [2], there are many approaches to
tackle AMT, yet most works focus on solving only one in-
termediate goal of the whole problem. Frame-level tran-
scription, also known as multi-pitch estimation, aims to
detect which fundamental frequencies are present at each
time step of the input signal. Note-level transcription goes
a step further by estimating the notes characterized by their
pitch and clock-time duration (onset and offset times), pro-
ducing a piano-roll representation of the music. Stream-
level transcription extends the note-level approach by as-
sociating each note with its originating instrument based
on its timbre. Lastly, the notation-level transcription is the
final goal of AMT, aiming to produce a music score with
enough information to interpret the original recording.
In this work, we denote the notation-level transcription
as Audio-to-Score (A2S) task, where the audio signal is
processed to be converted into a symbolic music score.
Even with a perfect transcription, the output of any A2S
system cannot faithfully represent the music that was orig-
inally played. It must be considered that musical audio
signals are often expressive performances, rather than sim-
ple mechanical translations of notes read from a staff. A
particular score can be performed by a musician in many
different ways, and similarly there are several ways to rep-
resent the same musical excerpt with standard music no-
tation (e.g., a dotted half note is “the same” as a half note
tied to a quarter note). Music scores can only be seen as
guides to aid musicians, highly correlating but never fully
explaining musical experience. This makes A2S a rather
ill-defined problem without unique solutions.
Despite the above, our work aims to demonstrate that
the A2S task can be performed in a single step. To this
end, we make use of a deep neural network that is trained
in an end-to-end fashion to produce a sequence of musi-
cal symbols that describes a feasible polyphonic score out
of the input audio. Our experiments are conducted using
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven string quartets and Bach
chorales synthesized with different tempos and expressive
performances. 1 Although the analysis of the current per-
formance requires a deeper reasoning regarding evaluation
1 The source code and data are available at https://github.
com/mangelroman/audio2score.
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metrics, we provide some results that account for the good
performance of the proposed model and allow us to be op-
timistic about this line of research.
1.1 Related Work
There are recent AMT approaches using deep neural net-
works for the multi-pitch detection task [8, 11, 12]. For
this, Short-Term Fourier Transform (STFT), log-frequency
STFT or Mel spectrograms are usually fed to Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) to extract piano-roll rep-
resentations as output. Other works focus on producing
music scores from unquantized MIDI representation [4].
One of the few methods aiming to extract a complete
score directly from audio is that of [14]. In this work,
a multi-pitch detection method with note tracking is used
to get a piano-roll representation that is further converted
into a quantized MIDI file by using a rhythm quantization
method [15]. Afterwards, a score typesetting software such
as MuseScore can be used to get a MusicXML file from the
MIDI output.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only two ap-
proaches that perform A2S in a single stage, directly con-
verting the input audio into any music notation format.
This has the advantage that a wrong detection in a given
stage (such as the multi-pitch detection) is not propagated
through the next processing stages, avoiding error cascad-
ing. The only works addressing notation-level AMT in an
end-to-end manner are those of [3] and [17]. Both works
follow a supervised learning approach with deep neural
networks to solve the AMT task in one step. Although they
bring promising results, the proposed models include sev-
eral limitations (e.g. monophonic audio in [17] and fixed
input length in [3]) that cannot be disregarded when ad-
dressing the notation-level AMT problem as a whole.
In [3], authors show how a Convolutional-Recurrent
Neural Network architecture (CRNN) [19] can learn all the
basic tasks involved in notation-level AMT, but it is only
a very limited proof of concept that cannot address most
of the possible scores. In the second of these works [17],
the AMT problem was addressed as an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) problem. By using monophonic au-
dio as input and a sequence of symbols (analogously to
the written language characters) as output, several methods
that were originally developed for ASR can be used. In
particular, [17] adopted an architecture inspired in Deep-
Speech2 [1], which learns to map audio frames to a se-
quence of characters without any alignment.
Training with unaligned data, i.e. without needing the
input audio frames to be aligned with the music symbols, is
a clear advantage as much more data can be gathered with-
out going through the tedious task of manually annotating
the location of the output symbols in their corresponding
input audio frames. Nevertheless, monophonic audio tran-
scription does not exhibit the essential challenge coming
from simultaneous sound events. The present work goes
one step beyond by showing that a similar formulation can
also be reliable for polyphonic music.
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Figure 1: Data acquisition pipeline showing the manual
and automated steps required to build the ground truth.
2. DATA
Our notation-level AMT approach, namely A2S, seeks to
estimate which music score, modeled as a structure con-
taining symbols from a fixed alphabet of music notation,
would likely define that audio.
Let X be the domain of audio files and Σ the alphabet
of music score symbols. The aim of our A2S is to com-
pute a function that maps any audio file into a sequence of
symbols, i.e., a function f : X → Σ∗.
2.1 Input Representation
The input representation of our model is the spectral infor-
mation of the raw audio waveform over time, based on the
STFT with log-spaced bins and log-scaled magnitude. In
this type of spectrogram, frequency bins are aligned with
equal-tempered music scales using 440Hz as the reference
for A4 pitch. The sampling rate of the input audio files
was 22,050Hz, and STFT was calculated with a Hamming
window with size 92.88ms (2048 samples) and a hop of
23.22ms (512 samples). Only frequencies between pitches
C2 and C7 were considered, extracting 48 bins per octave.
2.2 Output Representation
The output music notation of our model is a single se-
quence of symbols that can be used to render a multi-part
western music score. These symbols represent both notes
and rests with their corresponding duration, barlines, ties
between notes, and fermatas. It is important to remark that
in the context of the A2S task, notes are not the same as
pitches. For example, pitch 349.23Hz can be represented
as F4, E]4 or G[[4 depending on the key signature.
We are not including clefs in our output representation,
as they are only intended to aid in the score visualization
and do not carry any musical information we can extract
from the audio. For the sake of simplicity, we are also
not including time signatures in the output sequences as-
suming they can be inferred from the predicted barlines
for the type of scores in our training set. By the same ra-
tionale, key signatures are neither included assuming they
can also be inferred from the predicted notes. Moreover,
since most of our samples are made of fragments of much
longer scores, they may not carry enough information to
predict the correct key signature, therefore misleading the
training process. Other music notation symbols such as
slurs, grace notes, ornaments, and articulations marks are
also left out of the scope of this work.
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Figure 2: Example of one score in **kern format (left)
representing the output of our model and the rendered
western music score (right).
2.3 Data Preparation
As previously mentioned, the fact that we do not require
data alignments is a clear advantage to easily build the
ground truth needed to train our model. However, the
majority of scores available in the public domain are usu-
ally in printed form, so we cannot automatically obtain the
symbolic representation we need unless we make use of an
Optical Music Recognition system. A lot of progress has
been made in this area of study but unfortunately it is still
insufficient to meet our precision needs, driving us to look
for existing text based scores instead. After some analy-
sis of the various types of music encoding formats within
reach, we chose the humdrum toolkit [9] due to its versa-
tility to represent polyphonic music.
The humdrum file format is a general-purpose human-
readable 2D representation of music information intended
to assist music researchers. The columns of the text file,
separated by the tab character, represent the sources of in-
formation that produce music-related events. The lines of
the text file represent the evolution of those events over
time. The humdrum syntax defines the skeleton that con-
tains other higher level schemes of music notation, like the
**kern format our ground truth is based on. The **kern
format is designed to encode the semantics of a western
musical score, rather than the visual aspects of its printed
Chorales Quartets
Number of samples 352 34,512
Total duration 5.79h 20.25h
Max duration 120s 30s
Data Augmentation No Yes
Polyphony voices 4 4
Instruments
Pipe organ Cello
Viola
Violin
Flute
Pitch range C2-A5 C2-E7
Shortest note 1/16th 1/64th
Irregular groups None Triplets
Tempo ˇ “ ≈ [60, 70] ˇ “ = [40, 200]
Vocabulary Size 99 143
Train-test split % 80/20 70/30
Batch size 4 16
Table 1: Summary of the datasets’ characteristics.
realization, matching nicely with the purpose of this work.
An example of a music excerpt encoded in **kern no-
tation is shown in Figure 2 along with its associated sheet
music excerpt. In this format, columns are called spines
and they are associated with instruments, just like a penta-
gram in western sheet music. Spines may contain one sin-
gle sound event or the combination of various sound events
with the same canonical duration, namely a chord. Spines
can also be split into two spines when two independent
voices (excluding chords) occur for the same instrument.
The newly created spine can be rejoined back to the orig-
inal spine when the extra voice is no longer needed. This
level of flexibility gives almost no restrictions to the kind
of music it can support, making **kern a good candidate
to endure future work.
We created two datasets out of the **kern files avail-
able in the humdrum-data repository [18]: the chorales
dataset, containing 370 chorales of Bach, and the quartets
dataset, containing most of the string quartets of Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven. In the chorales dataset we take
each chorale as one training sample, and we use audio
from expressive MIDI files synthesized with a high quality
pipe organ soundfont [7]. As we did not synthesize the au-
dio, we had to manually remove repetitions to ensure that
samples are not unnecessarily long. In the quartets dataset
we randomly split the scores in fragments of 3-6 measures
each, and we synthesized the corresponding MIDI file ob-
tained from the hum2mid tool, which converts **kern to
MIDI using dynamic spines and articulation marks when
available in the original **kern file. We removed grace
notes and ornaments from the score as they cannot be prop-
erly synthesized. We also removed split spines and upper
notes of all chords to ensure no more than 4 simultane-
ous voices were present at any given time. Samples with
double dots, double sharps or double flats are out of the
scope of this work and therefore discarded. On the train-
ing set only, we allow overlapping of fragments as a means
of data augmentation technique. Table 1 summarizes the
main characteristics of both datasets used in this work.
Figure 1 depicts the data acquisition pipeline we imple-
mented to build our ground truth. The major inconvenience
Largo Assai 40 Allegro Moderato 120
Largo 50 Poco Allegro 124
Poco Largo 60 Allegro 130
Adagio 71 Molto Allegro 134
Poco Adagio 76 Allegro Assai 138
Andante 92 Vivace 150
Andantino 100 Allegro Vivace 160
Menuetto 112 Allegro Vivace Assai 170
Moderato 114 Poco Presto 180
Poco Allegretto 116 Presto 186
Allegretto 118 Presto Assai 200
Table 2: List of metronome markings chosen for classical
music tempo annotations, given in number of quarter notes
per minute.
was dealing with multiple errors present in the **kern files,
such as invalid ties, wrong canonical duration of notes and
rests, and missing metronome markings. While these er-
rors do not prevent musical analysis of the scores, they be-
come noisy labels that hinder our training process. For that
reason, we had to revise all the scores manually to cor-
rect these errors and label the missing metronome mark-
ings, with the help of existing tempo annotations and the
conversion shown in Table 2. Adding metronome mark-
ings ensured the synthesized audio perform at reasonable
speeds according to the composer’s intention. Addition-
ally, a random scaling factor in the±6% range was applied
to each metronome marking to ensure tempo variability in
all training samples.
The resulting **kern scores after the preprocessing
stage were then encoded in a special symbolic notation
intended to reduce the number of characters and ease the
training process. Accordingly, each canonical duration for
notes and rests including their dotted version were encoded
with just one symbol of the vocabulary. Likewise, note
pitches were also encoded with one symbol condensing
name and octave. In our **kern dataset, barlines are al-
ways repeated for all spines, so only one barline is main-
tained in the output representation referring to all spines.
The rest of characters are preserved in the output represen-
tation in the same way, i.e. tabs, new lines, tie symbols,
fermatas and the “dot” character, which indicates that the
previous note/rest still affects the current row.
3. METHOD
Once the input and output representations are defined, we
can formulate the A2S task as retrieving the most likely
sequence of score symbols sˆ given an audio file x ∈ X :
sˆ = arg max
s∈Σ∗
P (s|x) (1)
where Σ represents the set of characters necessary to en-
code the output as explained in the previous section (for in-
stance, including “tab”, “new-line” and “dot”, among oth-
ers). Additionally, Σ includes an “empty” symbol, denoted
by , that is necessary to separate two or more instances of
the same symbol that occur in consecutive frames.
Following successful approaches in other pattern recog-
nition duties of similar formulation, we address this A2S
with a holistic approach based on statistical models.
Specifically, for learning the posterior probability provided
in Eq. 1, we resort to Convolutional Recurrent Neural Net-
works (CRNN).
A CRNN is composed of one block of convolutional
layers followed by another block of recurrent layers [19].
The convolutional block is in charge of learning how to ex-
tract relevant features from the input and the recurrent lay-
ers interpret these features in terms of sequences of musi-
cal symbols. The activations in the last convolutional layer
can be seen as a sequence of feature vectors representing
the input audio file, x. Let W be the width (number of
frames) of the input sequence x. The length of the result-
ing features after the convolutional layer will be L = γW ,
where γ ≤ 1 is implicitly defined by the specific config-
uration of the convolutional block (which usually includes
some type of down-sampling to reduce dimensionality).
The output activations of the convolutional block are
then fed to the first layer of the recurrent block, and the ac-
tivations of its last layer can be considered proper estimates
of the posterior probabilities per frame:
P (σ | x, j), 1 ≤ l ≤ L, σ ∈ Σ (2)
3.1 Training
Convolutional neural networks can be trained through gra-
dient descent using the well-known Back Propagation al-
gorithm. RNN networks can be trained similarly by means
of Back Propagation Through Time [21]. Therefore both
the convolutional and recurrent blocks of a CRNN can be
jointly trained by providing audio files annotated at the
frame level.
In this work, however, we follow a holistic or “end-
to-end” approach, which means that for each audio file
we only provide its corresponding target transcript into
score symbols, without any kind of explicit information
about its segmentation into frames. A CRNN can be uni-
formly trained without this information by using the so-
called Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss
function [6]. The CTC training procedure is a form
of Expectation-Maximization, similar to the backward-
forward algorithm used for HMM training [16], that dis-
tributes the loss among all the frames to maximize Eq. 1
with respect to the ground-truth sequence.
3.2 Decoding
In order to solve Eq. 1, the most likely symbol is computed
for each input feature vector of the recurrent block l, also
referred as greedy decoding:
σˆl = arg max
σ∈Σ
P (σ | x, l), 1 ≤ l ≤ L (3)
Then, a pseudo-optimal sequence of musical symbols
is obtained as sˆ ≈ D(σˆ), where σˆ = σˆ1 . . . σˆL and
D : Σ? → Σ? is a function which first merges all the
consecutive frames with equal symbol, and then deletes all
“empty” symbols [6].
Spectrogram
CTC / Decoder
Batch 
Norm 
Fully 
Connected
Bidirectional 
LSTM
2D 
Convolution
Time
Figure 3: High-level architecture of the Convolutional-
Recurrent Neural Network used in our experiments.
3.3 Architecture
The main building blocks of the CRNN considered for our
experiments is illustrated in Figure 3.
The first two convolutional layers receive a 2D array
containing the audio spectrogram described in section 2.1
and apply 16 filters of 3 × 3 with a stride of 2 in the fre-
quency axis. We use filter striding to reduce the input di-
mensionality without the need of pooling layers.
For the Quartets dataset, output frames from the con-
volutional block are split in half, effectively doubling the
number of frames feeding the next recurrent block. This
is necessary to comply with the CTC loss function pre-
condition for which the number of input frames must be
greater or equal to the number of output symbols. Con-
sidering the high number of symbols per second in our
sequence-based representation of a polyphonic score of the
Quartets dataset, we apply this frame doubling technique at
a lesser computational cost than increasing the density of
the input spectogram.
The next two recurrent layers are based on Bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells, with 1024 hid-
den units each. The fully connected layer at the end of the
recurrent block converts the output per-frame predictions
to the size of the output representation vocabulary.
With the purpose of reducing overfitting, Batch Nor-
malization layers [10] are added between any other layer
excluding the input and output layers, as well as Dropout
layers [20] added after all the convolutional layers and af-
ter the last recurrent layer, with a drop probability of 0.1
for the Quartets dataset and 0.2 for the Chorales dataset. A
higher drop probability is required for the Chorales dataset
since less data is available for training, which increases the
risk of overfitting.
4. EXPERIMENTS
To the best of our knowledge, there are few specific evalua-
tion metrics to measure the performance of a notation-level
AMT method. In [14] an evaluation metric for note-level
AMT is discussed, but it still cannot be directly applied to
our task (e.g. we do not have note onsets and offsets). [17]
adapts this metric to the A2S task by defining note dura-
tion errors instead of onsets/offsets errors. However, we
believe this metric is still insufficient to properly evaluate
a notation-level AMT method since, for instance, it does
not take into account barlines and their effect in subse-
quent predictions of note durations and ties. The MV2H
metric (Multi-pitch detection, Voice separation, Metrical
alignment, note Value detection, and Harmonic analysis)
was introduced in [13]. This metric is closer to our needs,
although its source code uses timing information in sec-
onds that is not provided by our method. We leave it as an
open point for future work to establish a proper notation-
level AMT metric.
In order to validate our method accuracy during train-
ing, we adopt the evaluation metrics from the ASR task
as in [17], namely Word Error Rate (WER) and Character
Error Rate (CER). They are defined as the number of el-
ementary editing operations (insertion, deletion, or substi-
tution) needed to convert the predicted sequences into the
ground-truth sequences, at the word and character level re-
spectively. Even though WER and CER are not specific
to AMT, they provide a good indication of how close our
score is to the ground-truth score.
In the context of our A2S task, we define words as
any group of characters representing notes (including ties),
rests and barlines in the output score. The “tab” and “new
line” characters act as word separators, and only contribute
to the CER calculation.
4.1 Training process
The models were trained for 100 epochs using mini-batch
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer, with Nes-
terov momentum of 0.9. Our learning rate scheduling con-
sists of 2 cycles of 50 epochs each, starting at 0.0003 and
annealing by 1.1 at every epoch. After each epoch, the
WER and CER are calculated for the validation set, and
the model with the lowest WER is appointed as the best
model for testing purposes.
The Chorales dataset, whose samples are full-length
chorales, is trained with a batch size of 4. The Quartets
dataset, whose samples are small excerpts extracted from
the full-length quartets, is trained with a batch size of 16.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the CTC loss, WER and
CER at training time on both datasets. Each figure also
highlights the epoch where the best model was obtained.
4.2 Results
The best model obtained after the training process is then
evaluated against the test set for both the Chorales and
Quartets datasets, giving a WER of 30.96% and CER of
18.10% for Chorales, and WER of 21.02% and CER of
13.53% for Quartets.
After analyzing all test predictions, we observe that the
model occasionally generates sequences that do not com-
ply with the **kern format. Nevertheless, we believe these
formatting errors can be solved by providing more sam-
ples to the training set or imposing syntax constraints. As
shown in Figure 5, most of the errors arise from wrongly
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0
1 100 97.6359252929688 2967.50610351562 98.91687011719 31.5159358978271
2 99.6521606445312 96.713493347168 2635.22216796875 87.84073893229 18.7702598571777
3 99.5955352783203 91.8456649780273 2516.45043945312 83.88168131510 8
4 83.3198547363281 73.5445251464844 2133.9501953125 71.1316731771 8
5 77.6573333740234 57.7524185180664 1548.73352050781 51.62445068359 8
6 59.6990776062012 34.7363166809082 1210.91760253906 40.36392008464 8
7 53.9152221679688 32.7939262390137 904.002807617188 30.133426920573 8
8 50.4449119567871 29.2675857543945 795.5244140625 26.5174804688 8
9 70.5549240112305 40.8560218811035 711.053771972656 23.701792399089 8
10 45.5508804321289 26.0390586853027 667.843933105469 22.261464436849 8
11 45.7126693725586 26.3184242248535 615.465148925781 20.515504964193 8
12 44.1595230102539 25.8282165527344 576.100830078125 19.203361002604 8
13 41.2392807006836 24.2785224914551 544.734436035156 18.157814534505 8
14 40.7943687438965 23.9121837615967 501.716003417969 16.723866780599 8
15 48.4792098999023 27.7257995605469 465.470581054688 15.515686035156 8
16 40.5921363830566 23.4694137573242 444.237152099609 14.807905069987 8
17 40.7943687438965 23.4878635406494 413.156799316406 13.771893310547 8
18 37.1460914611816 21.4426898956299 398.122039794922 13.270734659831 8
19 37.1380043029785 21.4743175506592 370.363983154297 12.345466105143 8
20 37.7204322814941 22.0251426696777 347.0439453125 11.5681315104 8
21 38.3190422058105 22.6418571472168 315.206085205078 10.506869506836 8
22 47.8077964782715 28.1949234008789 301.534057617188 10.051135253906 8
23 34.856819152832 20.3673934936523 282.148529052734 9.404950968424 8
24 48.7380676269531 28.498010635376 262.865570068359 8.762185668945 8
25 41.0936737060547 24.0782222747803 245.516189575195 8.183872985840 8
26 35.034782409668 20.6862926483154 238.154861450195 7.938495381673 8
27 47.9857635498047 28.2397289276123 229.539031982422 7.651301066081 8
28 35.326000213623 20.7390041351318 211.737869262695 7.057928975423 8
29 35.6819267272949 20.9340324401855 218.069610595703 7.268987019857 8
30 35.7789993286133 21.1079769134521 200.7060546875 6.6902018229 8
31 34.7678375244141 20.6520309448242 197.127166748047 6.570905558268 8
32 35.2370147705078 20.6810207366943 187.495651245117 6.249855041504 8
33 33.7728538513184 19.7691268920898 176.686553955078 5.889551798503 8
34 33.7324066162109 19.8561000823975 169.722061157227 5.657402038574 8
35 34.4766235351562 20.243522644043 166.419509887695 5.547316996257 8
36 34.5413360595703 20.5334320068359 152.649658203125 5.088321940104 8
37 34.3633728027344 20.2909622192383 155.670959472656 5.189031982422 8
38 33.643424987793 20.01686668396 144.928283691406 4.830942789714 8
39 34.4766235351562 20.1381015777588 142.123825073242 4.737460835775 8
40 34.3067474365234 20.5097122192383 148.776107788086 4.959203592936 8
41 33.9669952392578 20.0959339141846 138.855728149414 4.628524271647 8
42 37.4292182922363 22.4310150146484 127.101058959961 4.236701965332 8
43 34.2824783325195 20.2962341308594 132.520523071289 4.417350769043 8
44 33.6838684082031 19.866641998291 125.234832763672 4.174494425456 8
45 33.8456573486328 20.1038398742676 126.064292907715 4.202143096924 8
46 33.5382614135742 20.0537643432617 129.117919921875 4.303930664063 8
47 33.8456573486328 20.2487945556641 123.967658996582 4.132255299886 8
48 33.2713165283203 19.9272594451904 119.324043273926 3.977468109131 8
49 32.8749389648438 19.4950313568115 122.714630126953 4.090487670898 8
50 32.9396553039551 19.5029392242432 119.924674987793 3.997489166260 8
51 33.7728538513184 19.9878768920898 114.117454528809 3.803915150960 8
52 34.0640678405762 20.3937492370605 118.443016052246 3.948100535075 8
53 34.5008888244629 20.2909622192383 111.887336730957 3.729577891032 8
54 35.1965713500977 20.9814720153809 115.238723754883 3.841290791829 8
55 34.1126022338867 20.2540645599365 112.048606872559 3.734953562419 8
56 33.797119140625 19.9878768920898 109.603500366211 3.653450012207 8
57 32.8587608337402 19.476583480835 113.029335021973 3.767644500732 8
58 32.5837249755859 19.2789192199707 112.732879638672 3.757762654622 8
59 32.559455871582 19.5398368835449 108.16374206543 3.60545806885 8
60 32.8830299377441 19.6057243347168 107.071739196777 3.569057973226 8
61 33.4654579162598 20.2646083831787 108.322105407715 3.610736846924 8
62 32.4704742431641 19.4554996490479 105.270393371582 3.509013112386 8
63 37.9388465881348 23.0319156646729 104.287582397461 3.476252746582 8
64 36.741626739502 21.7932167053223 102.625343322754 3.420844777425 8
65 32.1064567565918 19.115514755249 105.627021789551 3.520900726318 8
66 31.879955291748 18.9705619812012 107.20792388916 3.57359746297 8
67 34.1449584960938 20.2118968963623 111.370109558105 3.712336985270 8
68 32.8506698608398 19.468677520752 107.818298339844 3.593943277995 8
69 31.9770259857178 18.9969158172607 104.384399414062 3.479479980469 8
70 33.0043678283691 19.6584358215332 108.488578796387 3.616285959880 8
71 33.8699226379395 20.1354656219482 108.971832275391 3.632394409180 8
72 33.028636932373 19.4317798614502 108.860610961914 3.628687032064 8
73 32.559455871582 19.3790683746338 101.636825561523 3.387894185384 8
74 33.1985130310059 19.7717628479004 106.510009765625 3.550333658854 8
75 33.2713165283203 19.5424709320068 101.176826477051 3.372560882568 8
76 32.3653144836426 19.5161170959473 99.4644317626953 3.3154810587565 8
77 32.4219398498535 19.3685264587402 98.1066589355469 3.2702219645182 8
78 33.0933494567871 19.6637058258057 101.94962310791 3.39832077026 8
79 32.2197036743164 19.036449432373 106.620094299316 3.554003143311 8
80 31.5159358978271 18.7834377288818 102.262489318848 3.408749643962 8
81 33.1257095336914 19.711145401001 98.9543991088867 3.2984799702962 8
82 33.7162284851074 20.1460075378418 104.590675354004 3.486355845133 8
83 32.4300270080566 19.255199432373 107.737968444824 3.591265614827 8
84 32.4623832702637 19.3632545471191 112.612846374512 3.753761545817 8
85 33.5139961242676 19.9984188079834 104.310585021973 3.477019500732 8
86 32.4623832702637 19.1366004943848 105.305946350098 3.510198211670 8
87 33.8456573486328 20.2092609405518 97.4205932617188 3.2473531087240 8
88 33.4897270202637 19.8112964630127 103.198890686035 3.439963022868 8
89 32.0093841552734 19.0232715606689 99.6584548950195 3.3219484965007 8
90 33.8780136108398 20.1776351928711 102.72289276123 3.42409642537 8
91 34.8487281799316 20.7416381835938 102.499328613281 3.416644287109 8
92 31.8395080566406 18.7702598571777 104.775894165039 3.492529805501 8
93 32.8506698608398 19.5424709320068 105.871055603027 3.529035186768 8
94 32.527099609375 19.334264755249 111.040664672852 3.701355489095 8
95 32.5109214782715 19.4212379455566 110.461448669434 3.682048288981 8
96 32.5837249755859 19.3737983703613 107.922119140625 3.597403971354 8
97 34.4361763000488 20.4438228607178 111.377975463867 3.712599182129 8
98 33.1014404296875 19.5213871002197 112.802536010742 3.760084533691 8
99 32.5675468444824 19.4739475250244 112.669631958008 3.755654398600 8
100 32.4542961120605 19.3369007110596 108.820182800293 3.627339426676 8
Epoch 80 
WER 31.52% 
CER 18.77%
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(a) Chorales dataset.
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0 24.5710601806641
1 68.3917846679688 48.2719612121582 427.888000488281 85.577600097656 16.2555675506592
2 41.3364524841309 28.0670261383057 318.129180908203 63.625836181641
3 37.5796585083008 24.6592102050781 253.364959716797 50.672991943359
4 37.8201713562012 24.8075523376465 229.131057739258 45.826211547852
5 37.5163421630859 24.0731086730957 212.711151123047 42.542230224609
6 36.053352355957 22.8218116760254 206.01301574707 41.20260314941
7 33.1789474487305 21.7797088623047 205.412460327148 41.082492065430
8 36.3326721191406 23.9596328735352 197.619293212891 39.523858642578
9 33.8672943115234 21.4765701293945 193.344635009766 38.668927001953
10 33.4546966552734 21.8095703125 179.789947509766 35.957989501953
11 32.1734962463379 20.98876953125 173.956588745117 34.791317749023
12 34.1777648925781 22.1023788452148 166.852935791016 33.370587158203
13 34.0301895141602 22.2431354522705 162.912185668945 32.582437133789
14 34.9840698242188 22.627628326416 156.024978637695 31.204995727539
15 30.8243808746338 20.1931495666504 155.02897644043 31.00579528809
16 30.1406307220459 19.3733177185059 146.767120361328 29.353424072266
17 32.7397956848145 21.371488571167 141.986389160156 28.397277832031
18 31.4294910430908 20.8853034973145 139.159057617188 27.831811523438
19 30.0446300506592 19.5402221679688 138.523345947266 27.704669189453
20 32.2051544189453 20.9676246643066 129.076156616211 25.815231323242
21 32.2541770935059 20.7965240478516 135.769119262695 27.153823852539
22 29.6427555084229 19.468391418457 129.595550537109 25.919110107422
23 29.6703300476074 19.2880897521973 125.500717163086 25.100143432617
24 31.5479602813721 21.1298484802246 122.806381225586 24.561276245117
25 30.6997833251953 19.9699115753174 128.202896118164 25.640579223633
26 27.5899753570557 17.68603 15625 115.651969909668 23.130393981934
27 30.6875286102295 19.8241539001465 108.22486114502 21.64497222900
28 29.6907558441162 19.4404678344727 106.820419311523 21.364083862305
29 28.6490459442139 19.2803421020508 103.720603942871 20.744120788574
30 28.832878112793 18.8044872283936 106.386535644531 21.277307128906
31 29.8041172027588 19.4457931518555 102.617279052734 20.523455810547
32 27.5368690490723 17.8277587890625 97.0926818847656 19.4185363769531
33 28.2292976379395 18.6992454528809 96.497184753418 19.299436950684
34 27.4755916595459 17.902494430542 95.4187927246094 19.0837585449219
35 28.9727935791016 19.123929977417 95.9094924926758 19.1818984985352
36 29.7474365234375 19.4466018676758 95.9183959960938 19.1836791992188
37 27.0665664672852 17.4771633148193 94.5960235595703 18.9192047119141
38 28.9794311523438 18.987211227417 94.1891326904297 18.8378265380859
39 28.2160224914551 18.5355682373047 97.1350936889648 19.4270187377930
40 26.7433319091797 17.4832973480225 92.0231781005859 18.4046356201172
41 28.0669136047363 18.3452587127686 94.533935546875 18.906787109375
42 30.25807762146 19.9326248168945 89.2682723999023 17.8536544799805
43 28.9140701293945 18.9413681030273 90.2453842163086 18.0490768432617
44 26.5625629425049 17.2155075073242 85.7980651855469 17.1596130371094
45 29.5002861022949 19.0332145690918 85.2394943237305 17.0478988647461
46 29.1954326629639 19.1457214355469 87.5514526367188 17.5102905273437
47 26.5702228546143 17.8472900390625 86.6022491455078 17.3204498291016
48 26.9986515045166 17.6195335388184 84.0704040527344 16.8140808105469
49 26.9613742828369 17.6874885559082 81.7805480957031 16.3561096191406
50 27.1789093017578 17.9223499298096 82.8508987426758 16.5701797485352
51 29.2076873779297 19.2269134521484 82.0012588500977 16.4002517700195
52 26.9332904815674 17.6682796478271 84.338996887207 16.867799377441
53 27.4975490570068 17.7496337890625 80.7086715698242 16.1417343139648
54 26.6115856170654 17.4563407897949 76.9851379394531 15.3970275878906
55 28.1164474487305 18.3599472045898 79.4909133911133 15.8981826782227
56 31.2931499481201 20.1318130493164 79.7720565795898 15.9544113159180
57 28.2844486236572 18.5651073455811 85.4374923706055 17.0874984741211
58 26.3884353637695 16.9919471740723 77.4477081298828 15.4895416259766
59 26.7208633422852 17.6820011138916 79.2796249389648 15.8559249877930
60 27.1952495574951 18.051965713501 77.0028839111328 15.4005767822266
61 29.0146656036377 19.4951877593994 86.8432083129883 17.3686416625977
62 27.6573791503906 18.1953029632568 82.0243835449219 16.4048767089844
63 26.7050323486328 17.3188152313232 76.7708053588867 15.3541610717773
64 27.812105178833 18.2180633544922 78.1043090820312 15.6208618164063
65 27.6476783752441 18.4945697784424 78.3525466918945 15.6705093383789
66 25.3181304931641 16.6600761413574 73.1056213378906 14.6211242675781
67 25.6903877258301 16.8828296661377 74.3901443481445 14.8780288696289
68 25.8486862182617 16.8991317749023 72.3695449829102 14.4739089965820
69 26.580436706543 17.4789390563965 96.6170883178711 19.3234176635742
70 26.5314140319824 17.2398815155029 77.5999755859375 15.5199951171875
71 28.9436855316162 18.8064250946045 73.3789215087891 14.6757843017578
72 26.4956703186035 17.6882953643799 73.0866928100586 14.6173385620117
73 27.2544841766357 17.7301025390625 78.4028854370117 15.6805770874023
74 25.7174510955811 16.9722537994385 71.4034118652344 14.2806823730469
75 27.1681842803955 17.9896602630615 72.1970062255859 14.4394012451172
76 26.6013717651367 17.6907176971436 76.4802703857422 15.2960540771484
77 27.3448677062988 18.1809368133545 74.9365768432617 14.9873153686523
78 25.6086845397949 16.6741180419922 69.5209655761719 13.9041931152344
79 27.0604400634766 17.8437404632568 74.8206329345703 14.9641265869141
80 26.9501399993896 17.7520561218262 74.2498626708984 14.8499725341797
81 27.3035049438477 18.0605220794678 74.2140884399414 14.8428176879883
82 27.3729515075684 17.9291286468506 72.6221466064453 14.5244293212891
83 26.558988571167 17.6610164642334 73.8877258300781 14.7775451660156
84 27.2013759613037 18.047607421875 75.7384185791016 15.1476837158203
85 26.1903057098389 17.2818508148193 70.4418640136719 14.0883728027344
86 26.1494541168213 17.2140560150146 69.4274749755859 13.8854949951172 38
87 31.4831085205078 21.3065986633301 75.15625 15.03125 38
88 29.0534744262695 19.4257793426514 84.7649383544922 16.9529876708984 38
89 27.2304840087891 18.2088623046875 75.6567230224609 15.1313446044922 38
90 27.0492057800293 17.6384181976318 71.9380493164062 14.3876098632813 38
91 25.8926010131836 16.9838752746582 70.6771545410156 14.1354309082031 38
92 29.3287105560303 19.4662933349609 75.2828063964844 15.0565612792969 38
93 26.6166915893555 17.6003246307373 71.293571472168 14.258714294434 38
94 27.4934635162354 18.2645511627197 69.2414321899414 13.8482864379883 38
95 26.6075000762939 17.3349552154541 71.8367462158203 14.3673492431641 38
96 27.59303855896 18.2303314208984 69.3031158447266 13.8606231689453 38
97 24.5710601806641 16.2555675506592 66.9479370117188 13.3895874023438 38
98 25.6178760528564 16.7895317077637 65.1159896850586 13.0231979370117 38
99 26.3884353637695 17.5470561981201 65.7607192993164 13.1521438598633 38
100 27.0492057800293 17.7593193054199 68.3073959350586 13.6614791870117 38
Epoch 97 
WER 24.57% 
CER 16.26%
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(b) Quartets dataset.
Figure 4: Evolution of loss, validation WER and CER during 100 epochs of training with a) Chorales dataset and b)
Quartets dataset. Chorales WER is 0. % and CER is 18.10%. Quartets WER is 18.10% and CER is 13.53%.
(a) Chorales dataset example (b) Quartets dataset example
Figure 5: Excerpt of original (top row) and predicted scores (bottom row) from a test sample in a) Chorales dataset, b)
Quartets dataset. The differences between original and prediction are highlight in red.
estimated note durations and barlines. Exchanging notes
between voices is another common mistake our model
makes, specially when voice pitches are too close or even
when two voices cross their melodic lines.
The model struggles at predicting ties and triplets,
which requires further analysis to determine whether it is
related to barline errors, to the output representation for-
mat based on **kern, or to the lack of enough samples in
the training set (i.e., ties and triplets are very infrequent in
our training data compared to other symbols).
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we focus on the A2S task, a hardly explored
formulation consisting of extracting a full score from an
audio file. Note that A2S resembles what a human would
expect to get if it intends to visualize the input audio as a
music score (e.g., MusicXML), unlike what most authors
consider AMT where the output sequence format is in-
tended to be further processed by a computer (e.g., MIDI).
The proposed methodology which performs the A2S
task has the following advantages over other AMT meth-
ods: 1) Frame-level alignment of the ground truth is not
needed; 2) The end-to-end approach avoids propagating
errors from one stage to the other; 3) The output of our
model is based on **kern format and can be straightfor-
wardly translated to a valid music score.
We are aware this simplified scenario used for evalua-
tion does not include real audio and some score symbols,
but we argue the results provide the basis to open a new
path of research towards notation-level AMT.
One of the main limitations of the proposed approach
is the maximum-length of input sequences due to mem-
ory constraints. For example, this prevents an end-to-end
training with complete songs, only allowing fragments of
2 minutes at a maximum on a typical training infrastruc-
ture. For this, we plan in a future work to explore other ar-
chitectures such as the Transformer XL [5], a sequence-to-
sequence model that can deal with much longer sequences.
Other future works include defining an evaluation metric
for A2S and building a dataset from real audio to validate
the approach with actual music performances.
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